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FOREWORD 

The 1996 honoree, Jean E. Fairfax, has been a trustee of the Southern Education 

Foundation, the Hazen Foundation, and the Muskiwinni Foundation.  She has 

served on the board of directors of the Council on Foundations, was one of the 

Founders of Women & Philanthropy and, in 1988, received the Council's 

Distinguished Grantmaker Award.  She is currently a trustee of the Arizona 

Community Foundation and the Ruth Mott Fund.  ABFE is proud to honor 

Jean Fairfax for her significant contributions to the field of philanthropy and 

to share her thoughts in "For Times Like These: More Black Trustees." 



 

There are times when we are summoned to behave outrageously!  In 1971, at 

the Council on Foundations' annual conference in Montreal, eight blacks 

protested the slate of nominations for the Council's board of directors.  The 

protesters were demanding the inclusion of blacks who had demonstrated a 

commitment to a concept of philanthropy that addressed the needs of minorities  

and the poor. 

 

This was an era of outrageous acts to dramatize the plight of oppressed peoples 

worldwide, to install their advocates on major policy-making bodies, and to 

demand the reallocation of institutional resources as a demonstration of solidarity  

with economically marginalized groups.  In 1968, I was one of three 

black delegates to the World Council of Churches Assembly in Uppsala, 

Sweden, who protested the failure of the mainline denominations that we 

represented to propose any blacks to serve on the World Council's Central 

Committee.  We blacks had to nominate ourselves as substitutes for prominent  

leaders of our denominations-in one case, an eminent president of a 

theological seminary; in my case, the president of my church.  In May, 1969, 

James Forman disrupted services at Riverside Church in New York City by 

reading the Black Manifesto and by symbolically nailing to the door of this 

Protestant Cathedral a proclamation for the economic reformation of society that 

demanded $500 million in reparations for blacks from the white 

religious establishment. 

 

What is significant is that these black disturbers of the peace of solemn assemblies  

were not outsiders.  They were insiders who had concluded that just 

being present in mainline institutions is not enough. If our people are to 

receive their fair share of the funds of major private as well as public bodies, 

Blacks must be at the table as policy makers with effective power, making 

decisions about institutional priorities and the allocation of their resources. 

What is significant is that such audacious acts were emboldened by the intellectual 

ferment in the Black community at that time.  Black theologians were 

writing expansively about the philosophical underpinnings of Black power 

and were articulating an ideology of philanthropy that was reparations-not 

noblesse oblige. 

 

Tonight we honor the Montreal 8.  Their courageous act was truly a water- 

shed. It struck down forever the notion that Blacks are content to be only 

powerless recipients of charity.  It opened the door for Blacks to emerge as 

policy makers and national leaders in American philanthropy.  But for them, 

there would be no James Joseph Lectureship.  Now, 25 years later, an in- 

depth report on Blacks in policy-making positions in foundations is long  

overdue.  It is my hope that my reflections on Black trustees in this lecture 

will motivate others to undertake a comprehensive study about Black CEOs 

and others who participate in shaping the policies of America's grantmaking 

institutions. 



 

Consider the environment in which policy makers work today.  Much of 

the unfinished business of the 1970s is still the unfinished business of the 

1990s.  We continue to pay the price for our failure to heed the warnings of 

the Kerner Commission.  The indices of separateness and inequality grow- 

and not just as domestic concerns.  Our environment is now global: global 

technology , communications, and finance; global production of goods and 

services; global environmental degradation; and global ethnic cleansing. 

American and European skinheads exchange briefing books.  So-called patriots  

attempt to cleanse our nation with hatred and violence.  Global horrors 

of ethnic cleansing are flashed daily across our television screens. 

 

Some trends in American society make this era different from the '70s and 

present new challenges to policy makers in foundations. Let me mention 

three trends that must be the urgent concern of Blacks in policy making and 

grantmaking roles in foundations: 

 

1. We have become more economically stratified. Long before the New 

   York Times devoted a week-long, book-length series of articles to the 

   impact of downsizings and massive layoffs ("The Downsizing of America: 

   A National Heartache," March 3-9, 1996), we had compelling evidence 

   that the rich are getting richer and the poor, poorer.  The proportion of 

   the nations wealth held by the richest one percent grew from 22 percent 

   in 1979 to 42 percent in 1992. And this disparity will be greater with the    

   intergenerational transfer of wealth, expected to be $8-$10 trillion by  

   the early decades of the 21st century, that will disproportionately benefit 

   those who are already wealthy. Meanwhile, Blacks are disproportionately 

   poor: 30.5 percent of Blacks are in poverty compared to 9.5 percent 

   of whites and are disproportionately unable to escape poverty. The University 

   of Michigan' s Panel Study of Income Dynamics found that while 

   65 percent of white men and 29 percent of black men who turned 21 

   before 1980 reached middle-class earnings by age 30, 47 percent of white 

   men and only 19 percent of black men who turned 21 after 1980 had 

   earnings that put them in the middle class by age 30. 

 

   Growing economic inequality is a national disgrace. But no political leaders 

   are proposing bold action to give hope to the poorest of the poor. 

   And there is no mandate from the electorate. The middle class, feeling 

   insecure, traumatized and betrayed, appears unwilling to form alliances 

   with the poor to force action. 

 

2. We are experiencing the greatest transfer of power and devolution of 

   federal responsibility to the states since the New Deal. There is no assurance 

   that governments closer to the people, leaner and meaner, can be 

   trusted to be compassionate-as they invest more in prisons than in children- 

   and to mend the holes in the safety net that this devolution of 



   responsibility is creating. Those of us who thought we had attended the 

   "requiem mass" for states rights are now witnessing its resurrection with 

   the Supreme Court singing the Hallelujah Chorus! 

    

   Confronted by the reality of less governmental responsibility and fewer 

   public dollars and programs to address the needs of our society, nonprofits 

   and the foundations that support them have stated unequivocally that 

   the private sector cannot do what we have come to rely upon governments 

   to do. What has been missing is a clear message from foundations 

   concerning what they can and will do, particularly to address the growing 

   problem of economic inequality. If others are not raising this issue 

   on foundation boards, Black trustees must. 

 

3. America is undergoing the most dramatic demographic changes since the 

   Middle Passage transformed the racial composition and cultural definition 

   of America and since waves of Eastern and Southern European immigrants 

   gave an ethnic dimension to the political dynamics of northern cities. 

   It is the nature of, as well as the rapid rate of change of our population 

   mix, plus the lack of preparation for the anticipated and wrenching  

   dislocations in our institutions, that must concern us. The proportion 

   of Blacks will remain about the same, but Hispanics will add the 

   most numbers, surpassing blacks within 25 years. While Asians will continue 

   to record the most rapid rate of growth, non-Hispanic whites will 

   lose their majority status, and the number of bi- or multiracial persons 

   will increase. 

 

In this new racial and ethnic mix, and as we move toward becoming a 

nation of minorities, how should we define racial groups, monitor their 

participation in society, and address race as an issue? How will groups at- 

tempt to reposition themselves to claim political and economic benefits? 

Will foundations feel obligated to review in new ways the racial and ethnic 

patterns in their grantmaking? 

 

Many of us had naively assumed that the '90s would be a decade of celebration 

of diversity, of savoring new and exotic flavors in our stew. Instead, we 

are witnessing a backlash against multiculturalism. The debate about immigration 

has thinly disguised racist overtones. And multiculturalism has a new 

color: white. A syndicated columnist, reporting on white consciousness and 

white ethnics who "want a piece of the multicultural pie," commented on 

the "ultimate and perhaps inevitable outcome of advanced multiculturalism- 

an insistent and in-your-face demand that the community recognize, respect 

and celebrate the diversity of a group that has felt itself maligned and 

marginalized in an age of affirmative action. That group, of course, is whites 

(Jonathan Tilove, "Color Scheme," The Arizona Republic, March 17, 1996). 

 

We cannot ignore white ethnic consciousness. It is appearing in requests for 



grants. Foundations must be alert to differentiate programs that may be new 

and benign efforts to seek identity in the new mosaic from those that are 

new and malignant growths of white supremacy. 

 

Blacks have a stake in diversity. Our leaders must reach out to new immigrant 

groups, especially to Asians, because we have not had the long years of 

coalition-building efforts that we have had with Puerto Rican and Mexican 

Americans and may be as guilty as whites in stereotyping Asians. As black 

policy makers promote diversity, two concerns must be uppermost: First, 

we must not forget, or let our foundations forget, the unique role blacks 

have played in shaping the American identity and culture as well as our 

nation's legal and political systems. Ralph Ellison in his 1970 essay, "What 

America Would Be Like Without Blacks," wrote about the "complex and 

confounding role in the creation of American history and culture" that Blacks 

have played: 

    

   Without the presence of Negro American style, our jokes, tall tales 

   even our sports would be lacking in the sudden turns, shocks and 

   swift changes of pace (all jazz shaped) that serve to remind us that the 

   world is ever unexplored, and that while a complete mastery of life is 

   mere illusion, the real secret of the game is to make life swing. It is its 

   ability to articulate this tragic-comic attitude toward life that explains 

   much of the mysterious power and attractiveness of that quality of 

   Negro American style known as 'soul.' An expression of American 

   diversity within unity, of blackness with whiteness, soul announces 

   the presence of a creative struggle against the realities of existence. 

 

   ...Indeed it is almost impossible to conceive of what our political 

   system would have become without the snarl of forces-cultural, 

   racial, religious-that make our nation what it is today… 

 

   Materially, psychologically and culturally, part of the nation's heritage 

   is Negro American, and whatever it becomes will be shaped in 

   part by the Negro's presence. Which is fortunate, for today it is the black  

   American who puts pressure upon the nation to live up to its 

   ideals. It is he who gives creative tension to our struggle for justice 

   and for the elimination of those factors, social and psychological, 

   which make for slums and shaky suburban communities ...With- 

   out the black American, something irrepressibly hopeful and creative 

   would go out of the American spirit, and the nation might well 

   succumb to the moral slobbism that has always threatened its existence 

   from within. 

 

   They are an American people who are geared to what is, and who 

   are yet driven by a sense of what is possible for human life to be in 

   this society. The nation could not survive being deprived of their 



   presence because, by the irony implicit in the dynamics of American 

   democracy, they symbolize both its most stringent testing and the 

   possibility of its greatest freedom. 

    

(John Ca1lahan, ed. The Collected Essays of Ralph Ellison. Modern 

     Library, New York, 1995) 

 

Second, Black policy makers must not forget, or let our foundations forget: 

that as the nation enro1ls new citizens into our social contract, many old 

citizens-whose ancestors were here long before 1776 and who had to fight 

to become included in the contract-are still not fully covered. The struggle 

for racial justice is not over. Affirmative action, one piece of the machinery 

to redress the legacy of slavery and legal segregation, must remain until the 

structures of institutional racism have been dismantled. Foundations must 

be advocates and Supporters of affirmative action and the larger civil rights 

agenda of which it is apart. 

 

Furthermore, we must resist those who claim that their advocacy of diversity 

relieves them from responsibility to require affirmative action and man- 

dated outcomes. Harvard's President Neil L. Rudenstine, in his article "The 

Uses of Diversity," (The Harvard Magazine, March-April 1996) made a compelling 

case for diversity. I am troubled, however, by his conclusion that 

diversity in university admission programs is not an "attempt to compensate 

for patterns of past societal discrimination...[and admission programs do 

not] use set-asides ...[or] involve mandated outcomes." There is clearly a 

need for education about what affirmative action was designed to accomplish 

and about its continuing role as the changing racial/ethnic composition 

of our population raises questions in some minds concerning historic injustices 

and who should pay to compensate for their legacy. 

 

Confronted with these dramatic changes in American society, we are also 

challenged by the remarkable expansion of philanthropy and its institutions 

in the last quarter century: 

 Total annual giving has increased.  In 1992, it was $124 billion. 

            In 1993, there were 3 1/2 times more foundations with assets over $1 

 million than in 1975. 

 In 1994, community foundations received more than $1 billion, according 

 to the president of the Columbus Foundation, who concluded that 

 each should now be judged by its success in adding $30 million annually 

 to its assets. 

 In 1995, 99 of the largest community and private foundations increased 

 their assets to a total of $90 billion. 

 

There is much speculation concerning whether the intergenerational transfer 

of wealth will create a new generation of philanthropists and, if so, whether 

they will establish new charitable funds. What is clear, however, is that as 



the rich get richer, through earned or inherited wealth, more money will 

potentially be available for organized philanthropy. 

 

The world of philanthropy has become more diverse. There has been a significant  

growth in the number and variety of funds-women's, minority and so-called 

alternative funds-and more grantmaking by unapologetically conservative 

foundations to support think tanks, litigation and causes that advance 

their agenda. 

 

As the plight of persons at the margins of society becomes more desperate, 

and the climate to meet their needs more inhospitable, demands for grants 

from private funds to serve an economically and ethnically more diverse 

society will be more competitive. Grantmakers will undoubtedly be inundated 

not only with more requests for dollars, but with proposals that project 

different visions of America and different understandings of national or local 

priorities. Foundations may have more dollars, but more difficulties in making 

decisions about allocating them. Compelled to reorder priorities, revise 

missions and operating styles, and to seek new relationships with nonprofits, 

they will need professional staffs of the highest caliber. We must, therefore, 

be especially concerned about one of the findings in ABFE's report, Status of 

African Americans in Grantmaking Institutions, published last year, that very 

well-qualified and experienced Black professionals may leave the field be- 

cause of their difficulties in dealing with the culture and the funding priori- 

ties of their foundations. 

 

It is more important now than in the '70s for Blacks to be present in policy- 

making positions in foundations. Where are Black policy makers? (The data 

from the Council on Foundations cover only 3 percent of foundations, although 

they represent 40 percent of total assets and grants.)  In 1994, according to the 

Council Blacks were 3 percent of CEOs and 6.1 percent of trustees. 

In 1984, 5 percent of trustees, reported as persons of color, were probably 

all Black. Data indicate that there has been very little progress and present 

too optimistic a picture of the Black presence, since most foundations that 

do not report to the Council are family funds and small foundations that 

generally do not have black trustees. Over the years, about 95 Blacks have 

served on the Council on Foundations board.  

 

Black trustees are very few and unevenly spread, tending to be in small public 

and large community foundations, according to the ABFE study. Foundations, 

other than Black charitable funds, that have a majority or critical 

mass of Black trustees or other persons of color are rare. The Black trustee is 

likely to be alone, maybe with one other person of color some time during 

his or her tenure on a board. 

 

As I thought about this lecture, I initially considered entitling it "The Black 

Trustee's Lament: Who Will Second my Motion?" But after some long 



conversations with other Black trustees whom I consulted in recent weeks, I 

decided that I could not properly honor the Montreal 8-and Jim, who was 

one of them-with a lament! 

 

Bernard Watson, the third lecturer in this series, gave an eloquent charge to 

Blacks in philanthropy: to bring to our work our "special experience and 

different perspective"; to be "representatives for the disenfranchised, interpreters 

for the inarticulate, advocates for new and potentially risky approaches 

to grantmaking"; and to "help foundations understand and deal appropriately 

with the new voices and faces in American society." How can we effectively 

communicate our perspectives? How can we shape the culture of foundations? 

 

Following the verdict in the OJ. Simpson trial and the Million Man March, 

media pundits declared with surprise what we always knew-that Blacks and 

whites see the world differently; our images are formed through different 

lenses. Blacks and whites do not talk to each other honestly. The failure of 

communication is not just among strangers; it is a major and pervasive problem 

in our board rooms. I have completed long terms on nonprofit boards 

without the faintest idea of the values, philosophies and life experiences that 

have shaped the votes of my fellow directors. A Black trustee confided to me 

recently that he leaves board meetings burdened and depressed because the 

chasm between himself and other trustees has never been acknowledged, 

discussed or bridged. 

 

Many of us believe that we were carefully selected to be trustees because we 

are Blacks who will fit in, behave, and contribute constructively, meaning 

without being disruptive. But we must not let our silence mask the solidarity 

we feel with the masses of oppressed and disadvantaged people, even though 

we humbly recognize that we cannot truly represent them from the privileged 

positions we have attained. We are not spokespersons for the race. 

African-Americans have never been homogeneous and we are becoming more 

diverse, living out our traditions in new settings and in different ways. It is 

the richness of the contemporary drama and the variety of our experiences 

as Black people that create the special perspectives-and I use the plural. Our 

task is to be vehicles for the perspectives to be brought into American phi- 

lanthropy, beginning with our own boards. 

 

Black trustees have an obligation to initiate honest discourse, even when it is 

not in the tradition and may be painful. How often we have said: "We' re 

tired of educating white folks!" But recall the words of Langston Hughes: 

 

 We intend to express our dark-skinned selves without fear or shame. 

 If white people are pleased, we are glad, and if they are not, it doesn't 

 matter. We know we are beautiful. And ugly too. We build our 

 temples for tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we stand on 

 top of the mountain, free within ourselves. 



  (The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain, 1966) 

 

We have a model who should be an inspiration for all of us. Reatha Clark 

King, now president and executive director of the General Mills Foundation 

and one who has had extensive experience on different kinds of boards, is 

convinced that Black trustees should capture opportunities provided by what 

she calls "teachable moments." She prepared a statement on the Million Man 

March that was not just a treatise of the scholar-that she is-but a very 

personal and moving account of the involvement of three generations of her 

family in a "defining event." Circulated to her trustees, as well as to officials 

in the company, it stimulated discussions that would never have occurred 

had she not seized the opportunity to articulate some Black perspectives on a 

nationally debated event. 

 

The failure to communicate is no longer just a Black-white matter and will 

have even more serious consequences as America becomes more diverse.. If 

we cannot make progress on our small boards, what hope is there for achieving 

honest discourse with so many new voices in the larger society? 

 

Whether Black trustees can shape the culture of their foundations is part of 

larger questions concerning whether it is the board or the CEO who creates 

the culture, and who can be most effective as the agent of change. Obviously, 

this can be answered only case by case. But the question is being raised 

across the country as foundations are being challenged to respond to urgent 

critical issues and as exposes about the failure of boards to fulfill their legal 

and moral responsibility for accountability focus attention on trustees. Being 

a tiny minority does not absolve one of the requirement to be a faithful 

bearer of a public trust. 

 

When asked about their efforts to shape the culture of their foundations, 

Black trustees reported mixed success. One reported deep involvement and 

encouragement to take initiatives, commenting: "I never had to put my com- 

bat boots on!" Others, like myself, have often failed when we have proposed 

bold action. What is clear, however, is that Black trustees often bring far 

more expertise than is apparent on their resumes and surprise their colleagues 

with a wealth of experience on matters that may have nothing to do with 

race: board oversight, for example, board-staff relations, fiscal accountability, 

budgets, etc. Many are centrally involved in personnel policies. Some 

mentioned their fearlessness in dealing with sensitive issues, such as conflicts 

of interest and what one trustee described as the "weird and startling inter- 

personal dynamics" among board members. It is not unusual for a Black 

trustee to be thanked privately by a fellow director for raising a sensitive 

matter that others had silently agonized over for a long time. Blacks are 

expected to bring knowledge about the Black community, but many have 

had key roles in institutions and organizations that are not predominantly 

Black. Coming out of, and often still based in the nonprofit world, many 



Black trustees see their role as addressing the gap between nonprofits and 

foundations and raising questions about the priorities and styles of grantmakers 

from the point of view of grantees. 

 

Wenda Weekes Moore, a trustee of the Kellogg Foundation, is an example of 

a Black board member who is shaping the culture of her foundation in important 

ways. Following a meeting at the White House on the then-upcoming 

Fourth World Conference on Women, she made an impassioned plea to 

her board in Battle Creek to get involved. Kellogg sponsored a delegation to 

Beijing of 30 grantees, staff and trustees, later created a Beijing Task Force of 

staff from all program areas and has increased grants to women's causes. She 

is certainly successful in getting others to second her motions! 

 

Over time, trust gained through wisdom and sensitivity in addressing internal 

matters and recognition for what Blacks bring from their involvement in 

organizations have sometimes paid off, but after what one trustee described 

as long periods of no reinforcement. Black trustees know that they must be 

prepared to operate politically, choosing issues and battles carefully and find- 

ing allies. One trustee succeeded in changing his board's policy against grants 

to public authorities and won a decision to provide generous capacity-build- 

ing funds to a municipality struggling to serve its poor and minority residents. 

 

 

The experience of having honed one's political skills in other organizations 

gives confidence. I often reflect on my seven years on the World Council of 

Churches Central Committee. American Black, Third World and liberal white 

members-though still a numerical minority-succeeded in changing WCC's 

culture in some very important ways. That Central Committee launched 

WCC's Programme to Combat Racism, made grants to liberation groups in 

Africa and social justice activists around the world, severed all financial dealings with 

apartheid South Africa, and elected a black general secretary . 

 

Black trustees hesitate to claim responsibility for dollar amounts of grants to 

support Black causes. But they are very clear about their role in raising questions 

about the ultimate beneficiaries of grantmaking, about the ethnic and 

racial composition of grantees boards and staffs and about whether certain 

nonprofits have easier access than others to their foundations. Black trustees 

also monitor progress in going beyond traditional ways of doing business 

and propose contracting with minority investment managers, vendors and 

consultants. 

 

We should investigate what happens to the culture of a foundation when the 

composition of its board changes, especially when Black trustees become a 

critical mass or a working majority. The Southern Education Foundation 

would be an excellent case study. When I joined the board in 1979, the me- 

dian age of trustees was 75 years and some had been on the board for 40 



years. There were a few very prominent Black men. Eleanor Roosevelt had 

been the only woman. Traditionally committed to Black education since its 

predecessor funds were created after the Civil War, and without changing its 

mission, SEF changed its grantmaking priorities: from supporting public and 

private agencies operating within segregation to funding groups that were 

agents of empowerment and change. Largely under the leadership of Lisle 

Carter when he was chair, SEF dramatically changed again and became an 

operating foundation with a primary focus on systemic reforms and public 

policy formation. 

 

Black trustees value their involvement with nonprofits and not just because 

it may have been a factor in getting elected to a foundation's board. They 

often view themselves as two-way emissaries: advising their fellow directors 

on developments in the nonprofit world and working with specific organizations 

to help them overcome their often unrealistic perceptions of the world 

of grantmakers. 

 

This is a very critical period for nonprofits. Interviewed in a recent issue of 

the Chronicle of Philanthropy, the Ford Foundation's new president, Susan 

Berresford, described this as a "shakeout period" of bleak choices for 

nonprofits as some may have to be merged or “reinvented” to survive. Foun- 

dations, she said, can help groups rethink their missions. In the same issue, 

William Dietel urged foundation officials to sit on nonprofit boards, sharing 

their wisdom and helping to meet the need for "hard-headed, courageous 

leadership." This is exactly what Black trustees have been doing for years. 

Their involvement with nonprofits goes beyond site visits for their foundations 

and more often than not is with groups that are not current or potential 

grantees. It should be expanded and become more than the personal voluntary 

work of black trustees who want to give something back to the community. 

 

In recent years, foundations have become partners with a major Black institution, 

the Black church, in collaborations to promote common goals that 

are more than negotiations over funding projects. I do not know whether 

trustees played a role in fashioning these partnerships. My guess is that the 

first initiatives came from senior administrators like Lynn Walker Huntley 

and Emmett Carson when they were at the Ford Foundation and program 

officers like Grant Wood at the Piton Foundation. Black trustees should 

take the initiative now to link their foundations with other Black organizations. 

I would give a high priority to partnerships with Black philanthropies, 

that would supplement but go beyond current efforts by community foundation               

to recruit Black donors. The Twenty-first Century Foundation, after 

two decades of quiet but very effective grantmaking largely to grassroots 

groups in the South, is in the process of becoming a kind of national Black 

community foundation. It would be a family of Black charitable funds, but 

would have field of interest funds, such as a proposed African Diaspora Fund, 

and would sponsor national programs to educate Blacks about philanthropy. 



Black trustees should encourage their foundations to explore the potential 

for partnerships with foundations like this one. 

 

We need to find ways to increase the number of Black trustees, as Blacks 

whom I have consulted generally value the experiences they have had on 

foundation boards. They have appreciated being "humanly involved," as one 

commented, in the process of grantmaking even though difficult decisions 

must be made when urgent needs compete for funding. Even when they 

were the only dissenters, with no one to second their motions, they have 

continued to be respected by their colleagues on their boards as persons of 

integrity. 

 

What has been most fulfilling to some has been the recognition they have  

received as trustees that has opened up opportunities for wider participation 

in the philanthropic enterprise: in leadership roles in affinity groups, in the  

work of regional associations of grantmakers, on the committees and board: 

of the Council on Foundations. Hugh Burroughs and I have often discussed  

the experiences we have shared in the larger world of philanthropy: in ABFE 

(he had a tenure as chair); in Women & Philanthropy (we were both on the 

board and I was an early chair); and we both have served on the Council's 

board. We have agreed that these experiences have 'been personally very re- 

warding and that Black trustees must be discovered early in their tenure and 

encouraged to get involved in the organizations of philanthropy across the 

board. 

 

Black trustees have been invited to serve as consultants to other foundations 

and even to be outside mediators during crises that affect the field. A few 

years ago, I was a member of a delegation of African Americans, selected 

because I am a trustee, who went to Mexico to meet with the president and 

other leaders in the government and the private sector. Invitations like this 

are often extended to Black trustee. 

 

I now propose a new role for Black trustees. The assignment: to bring Black 

intellectuals into American philanthropy, beginning with a partnership between 

Black trustees and Black public intellectuals. For years intellectuals 

have made their scholarly skills available to Blacks in the struggle for justice. 

Remember W.E.B. DuBois. Remember Thurgood Marshall's team of legal 

scholars and social scientists. Remember the Black theologians whose writings 

inspired, energized and emboldened the civil rights movement. 

 

Early last year, writers in the New Yorker and the Atlantic Monthly described 

with excitement the new phenomenon of Black public intellectuals as "be- 

coming the most dynamic force in the American intellectual arena." Two 

months ago, the Washington Post had a long article on "Harvard's Dream 

Team" that featured Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and the interdisciplinary team 

of scholars he has assembled. Black public intellectuals are compared to the 



Jewish intellectuals in New York a generation ago and to the Harlem Renaissance 

of the 1920s. What is different is their access to a national audience through 

the media, the lecture circuit and their writings. 

 

Committed to overcoming Black suffering in this society, Gates hopes his 

team "will reflect a new spirit in Black America, one of resilience and resistance. 

On the one hand, it is open season on us...On the other hand, we 

had got to be creative in our response-intellectual, political, economic," he 

told the Post. Described by Robert S. Boynton in the Atlantic as "street smart, 

often combative and equipped with a strong moral sense...and a talent for 

shaking things up," Gates and his team are the kind of intellectual partners 

we need. The writer in the Post, stating that Black intellectuals are "under 

pressure to engage and change the world, to use their privileged position and 

their brainpower to frame the issues facing the Black community ," asks 

whether the team can "bring its scholarly prowess to bear on national issues 

in a tangible way? Or is this the ebony answer to the ivory tower?"(Jacqueline  

Trescott, "Harvard's Dream Team," The Washington Post, February 26, 1996)  

 

The goal of the Partnership of Black Trustees and Black Public Intellectuals 

would be to produce a Black Scholars Action Plan for American philanthropy- 

a series of policy analyses and position papers on the role foundations 

could play to address the plight of those on the margins of American 

society. It would combine the research and analyses of academics with docu- 

mentation from the field, from grantmakers and practitioners, about their 

programmatic implementation of approaches that appear to work to bring 

marginalized people into the economic mainstream. Our objective would be 

to identify the kind of nonprofits that warrant support from foundations, 

and if such are not in place to "reinvent" (using Berresford's language) seg- 

ments of the nonprofit sector to produce institutions that will work. 

 

Widely disseminated, the Action Plan would certainly shake things up! What 

a thought-that we might shake up American philanthropy with Black power, 

Black intellectual power! How audacious! How outrageous! How right! 

 

When James Joseph inaugurated this lectureship that bears his name, he called 

us back to our deep historical and metaphysical roots the African cosmology 

of connectedness that provided the first philosophical principle of organized 

Black philanthropy on this continent two centuries ago. It was the 

faith of our ancestors that connectedness-solidarity with the less fortunate 

among us-was our only hope and the key to our survival as a people. Today, 

Blacks in philanthropy must give new meaning and vitality to that concept. 

We must seize the opportunity to be messengers and enablers of connectedness, 

positioned as we are to connect some of the vast resources or our 

nation-as well as the rich creative and intellectual resources of our own 

people-to meet the needs of those who desperately need them. The faith of 

our fathers and mothers must be living still in us. 
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